Unfortunately we cannot facilitate group study at the Chemistry Library, but there are lots of other spaces in Cambridge that do! Find one that meets your needs on Spacefinder: https://spacefinder.lib.cam.ac.uk/

Rewriting or summarising notes can be really helpful – especially if you’re putting them into your own words. It’s quite a passive form of revision though, so try combining it with something more active (like flashcards or quizzes) to make sure that information really sticks!

Summary Notes

Flashcards are awesome! We’ll be setting up a flashcard creation station in the library when exam season gets a little closer, with everything you need to make handy revision aids and tips on what makes a great flashcard.

No time to make your own? We’ll also recommend some apps where you can find ready-made flashcards. Are you sure though? Making the cards is its own form of revision!

Flashcards

There are past papers and sample answers available via the department Moodle pages.

Alternatively, we do have some physical papers in the library, but these are older. Find them on the shelves behind the Blue Book collection.

Past Papers

Group Study

We’ll create some extra stashes of scrap paper and make sure they’re kept topped up and well signposted in the library. Great for notes, or mind-maps, or blurtling!

Summary Notes

Feedback Board #3: How do you revise or study?